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Laconia Curriculum, Instruction, Assessment News
Newly formed Laconia CIA
In an effort to reimagine how curriculum is developed and reviewed in the
Laconia School District, a change was made from the Curriculum Councils to
a multi-disciplinary group called the Laconia CIA (Curriculum, Instruction,
and Assessment). The group includes K-12 teachers and administrators who
meet twice a month. The first order of business was to create a vision,
mission statement, and goals for the group (see below). After deliberation,
the group decided to focus on two curriculum areas this year: Social Studies
and Math.
Vision:
The Laconia CIA will ensure that all students are prepared for college, career,
and life by providing authentic, creative and engaging learning experiences
in all curricular areas.
Mission:
The Laconia CIA (with support of the district's teachers) will ensure
completion of their vision through the creation of a horizontally and
vertically articulated curriculum in all subjects, including formative and
summative assessments and resources.
Goals:
-Complete and align existing curriculum maps
-Create new curriculum maps as needed
-Focus on two disciplines each year for revision (one from Humanities and
one from STEM)
-Involve and seek input from as many PreK-12 teachers district-wide as
possible
-Adopt a curriculum review cycle

Performance Assessment for
Competency Education
New Hampshire was awarded an extension of its 2015 Waiver from the U.S. Department of
Education to pilot an accountability system designed to support deeper learning for students
and organization change for schools and districts. The accountability pilot, referred to as
Performance Assessment of Competency Education or PACE, is grounded in a competencybased educational approach designed to ensure that students have meaningful opportunities
to achieve critical knowledge and skills. High quality performance assessments play a
crucial role in the PACE system because of the need to have assessments that measure the
depths of student understanding of these complex learning targets. Performance assessments
are used as both summative and interim measures in the PACE system as a way to document
student learning of the competencies and to support remediation or extension interventions.
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Tier 1 and Tier 2 PACE
“PACE is a first-in-the-nation
accountability strategy that
offers a reduced level of
standardized testing together
with locally developed common
and local performance
assessments. These assessments
are designed to support deeper
learning through competency
education, and to be more
integrated into students’ day-today work than current
standardized tests. The Common
PACE tasks are designed and
reviewed to allow for

independent student inquiry,
multi-step problem solving and
argument building, and multiple
possible solutions. Each
performance assessment that I
see being constructed is of
higher and higher quality. This
is due not only to our teachers’
overall increased understanding
of assessment in general, but
also to their increased
understanding of the nuances
within each assessment.”
(Vander Els, 2015).
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Laconia CIA Members

Social Studies and Math readers.
Curriculum Work
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Over the winter and into the spring the members of the Laconia CIA have been working
to develop and align the Social Studies and Math curriculums. The Math curriculum was
selected as a focus for this first round of curriculum work because it is the furthest
along in terms of PreK-12 alignment and development of UbD units. After a Math
institute last June, it made sense to continue the work that was already progressing.
Social Studies was selected as it had not been aligned PreK-12 in several years and
there is a new framework for Social Studies, the C3 Framework to which the curriculum
and state standards can be aligned.
http://www.socialstudies.org/sites/default/files/c3/C3After research on different scope and sequence work that was aligned with the C3
Framework, members of the Social Studies group have created a document which will
allow teachers to use resources from the Engage NY curriculum site:
https://www.engageny.org/new-york-state-k-12-social-studies

Day in the Life of Brian Bolduc:

I am about to finish my twelfth year of teaching for the Laconia School District. I am grateful to
have been able to come back and teach in Laconia after graduating from Laconia myself in
2000. Over the years I've had the opportunity to teach grades 2, 4 and 5 alongside so many
amazing educators.
This past October I earned my Master's degree from Southern New Hampshire University in the
area of School Leadership, with a focus on Curriculum and Instruction. When I heard earlier
this school year that the Laconia Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment team was being
formed I jumped at the opportunity. I feel like our work at developing and aligning our
curriculums with an intense year-long focus on a particular subject will benefit Laconia
educators and students tremendously. I also am a representative on the PBIS Tier I team at Elm
Street School.
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2016 National Council of
Teachers’ of English
Conference (NCTE)
Tara Beauchemin and Gail Bourn attended
the 2016 NCTE conference in November
2016. It was an excellent opportunity to

As a member of the math focus group for the Laconia CIA team I had the opportunity to travel
with other members to the NCTM Annual Meeting and Exposition last month. Attending this
conference was a phenomenal professional development opportunity. I've enjoyed bringing
back my learning and resources to my colleagues at Elm Street School. There were several
takeaways worth sharing, however, the one that I've utilized the most at the elementary level is
how we must develop an authentic need for a mathematical strategy or procedure as we
introduce a new standard or skill. A presenter at the conference, Dan Meyer, referenced it as
"creating the headache" for our students by interactively presenting a problem that
creates frustration, and eventually presenting them with the "aspirin" that will help them
effectively and efficiently solve the that problem.

Writing Our Communities Grad Course

During the Spring 2017 semester, 12 elementary teachers participated in the Plymouth
State University/National Writing Project in New Hampshire graduate course, Writing in
Our Communities: Past, Present, and Future. The class learned about multiple locations
across the City of Laconia and created units that will engage their students in the
community.

learn what is new in the teaching of
Literacy, meet the authors, and work with
colleagues. We attended sessions
presented by Lucy Calkins and Stephanie
Harvey on the value of Independent
Reading and organizing the classroom
libraries.
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Spring Testing
In March, grades three, four and five participated in the state of New Hampshire’s
Smarter Balanced Testing at Elm Street School, Pleasant Street School, and
Woodland Heights. In April and June our sixth, seventh, and eighth graders at
Laconia Middle School are taking the assessment which the New Hampshire
Department of Education describes as “The Smarter Balanced Assessment
Consortium is a state-led consortium working to develop and implement nextgeneration assessments that accurately measure student progress toward collegeand career-readiness. The Smarter Balanced Assessment will replace the NECAP
assessment in mathematics and English language arts”
https://www.education.nh.gov/instruction/assessment/sbac/
On Wednesday, April 5th juniors at Laconia High School took the SATs for the
second year as their state assessment. Students can also send their scores to
colleges they intend to apply for during their senior year. The English and Math
departments ran special SAT preparation courses during SSB (Sachem Support
Block) focused on areas of improvement targeted by student PSAT scores which
were taken by the junior class in the fall.
In grades 2-10 students are completing the NWEA in Math and English throughout
the month of May. Teams, PLCs, and departments use this data to focus instruction,
set goals for students, as well as for placement in high school courses.
This winter English students in grades 3, 5, 6, 8 and 10 took the Colorado Writing
Assessment which is a focused writing prompt. The prompt is scored by an outside
agency using the Laconia School District common writing rubrics. Data from this
assessment is used to improve writing instruction across the grade-levels.
Thank you to all the teachers who contributed to the success of the spring testing by
acting as proctors and their participation in analyzing the data gained from the
assessments for the betterment of their instruction.

